Rules For Standard Ditto!
During the game, each player will have their own “Deck”, “Hand”, and “Discard Pile”. After
shuffling their deck, each player draws three cards into their hand. As cards are played,
players draw cards from their deck to maintain three cards in their hand at all times.
Each player selects the card they will play from their hand. All players simultaneously play
their chosen card. The player with the highest card wins that round. The winning card is
returned to the bottom of the winning player’s deck and the losing cards are put into the
losing players’ discard piles. If a tie occurs because a Ditto! card was played, or if there
was more than one card with the highest value, those players engage in a Ditto! Duel.
To Ditto! Duel, players take turns wagering 0-5 cards from the top of their deck (face
down). Dueling players must either match their opponent’s number of wagered cards, or
fold (discarding all their cards currently in play). Once wagering is complete, each player
selects a new card from their hand and plays it as usual, continuing this process until the
winner for the Ditto! Duel is determined. The winning player’s cards are returned to their
deck and the losing player’s cards are discarded. Win the game by being the last player
with cards in hand.

Ditto! Card Types:
High-number cards win against low-number cards, but
“1” wins against “5”. If there’s a tie, those players must
Ditto! Duel to determine the winner of that round.
“DITTO!” matches the number-value of the would-bewinning card, forcing a Ditto! Duel with that player.
“FLIP-FLOP!” &“GOTCHA!” cards also have this effect.
“FLIP-FLOP!” instantly flips the rankings so low-number
cards win against high-number cards (until flipped back).
“GOTCHA!” forces your opponents to discard, and then
replace, all the cards currently in their hand... Gotcha!
“BOOM!” wins against all other cards (even Ditto! cards)
and can only be Ditto!’d by another “BOOM!”

Standard
Ditto! Deck
8 - “1”
8 - “2”
8 - “3”
8 - “4”
8 - “5”
4 - “DITTO!”
4 - “FLIP-FLOP!”
4 - “GOTCHA!”
1 - “BOOM!”
1 - “RULES-CARD”
1 - “DETAIL-CARD”
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